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Modern and contemporary, this light, open, and airy home was designed for rest and relaxation in the
Hawaiian Islands. Located in Portlock, Oahu’s highly desirable neighborhood known for its luxurious estate
homes and ocean views, this gorgeous property is situated west facing to take in the spectacular sunsets
over Diamond Head each evening. 

The two master bedrooms located upstairs enjoy wrap-around patios with lounge chairs to take in the beauty
of Maunalua Bay and beyond. The largest of the master bedrooms has a sitting room with a desk, couch, and
television with walls of glass. The tub boasts a deep tub against walls of glass that retract to take in the
ocean breeze. All other bedrooms have showers. 

The downstairs master leads out to the pool and shares the side of the home with a room featuring
upgraded home gym equipment.  

The driveway provides ample privacy for loading and unloading passengers. Down the walkway and after
passing an elegant water feature, you enter the home to 25’ ceilings where retractable doors of glass open to
the exceptional views. The indoors and outdoors blend seamlessly. Just before arriving at the front doors, a
separate bedroom with a sitting area, bathroom, and sitting area is located to the left. This bedroom has an
additional side entrance that leads to the garage, driveway, and kitchen. 

Just below the ocean side yard is a sand terrace tucked away with two chaise lounges. Steps lead down to
the ocean for access to the water.  

Though Portlock itself has no sandy beach, the renowned snorkeling paradise, Hanauma Bay, is just around
the corner. Also conveniently nearby is Hawaii Kai Town Center and Koko Marina filled with shops, eateries,
and much more. The now-famous Koko Crater trail is within minutes along with several other easy hikes.
This neighborhood is perfect for a family that wants a little more space, much more privacy, and the
Hawaiian lifestyle experience.

Amenities

Swimming pool

Beach front

Jacuzzi

A/C

WiFi

Gym/fitness studio

Chef's kitchen

Ocean view

Pathway to beach

BBQ/indoor grill

Private lanai

Outdoor shower

TV

Bedding

King 5

Queen 1

Twin

Pull out sofa

Full
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